# Tools for Lifelong Learning

## Panel A: ISEC 140

### Resources

- Main SAIL site: sail.northeastern.edu
- How to SAIL for Educators: sail.northeastern.edu/howtosail
- Onboarding site for students: sail.northeastern.edu/experience
- Lynda to LinkedIn Learning Website: http://bit.ly/2CNKHoK
- Sign-up to preview LinkedIn Learning at Northeastern: http://bit.ly/2FNdbzd

### Share Ideas

Share thoughts and takeaways throughout TEXPO using #NUTexp019 on Twitter.

After TEXPO is over, please take a moment to complete the TEXPO feedback survey.


---

### About the Panelists

- **Elisabeth Hughes** - Moderator
  - Human Resources Management

- **Michael Sweet**
  - Center for Advancing Teaching and Learning through Research

- **Jennifer Jortner Cassidy**
  - LinkedIn Learning

### About the Panel

The launch of the SAIL (Self-Assessed Integrated Learning) framework at Northeastern has provided an opportunity for faculty and staff to reflect on the ways in which we are both learners and educators at the university. Speakers in this panel will talk through a number of opportunities for faculty and staff to support their own development at Northeastern. A representative from the SAIL project will address how the framework can help you reflect on your development. A member of the Lynda/LinkedIn team will provide a preview of LinkedIn Learning, the evolution of Lynda.com’s extensive collection of online video training resources.